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four years, and as it is apparent from the above-mentioned
coins of the second and third years that the year nsed to
be written at full length, we have no choice but to join
with these all those which constantly observe the same
•usage, and write at length years c one * to e four/ With-
out looking far, we shall find a series of silver and copper
coins of year one with the names of Eleazar and Simon,
and another series of the fourth year without the name of
the prince."
Thus the copper coins of the fourth year, hitherto
ascribed to Simon Maccabseus, are now assigned to the
fourth year of the First Revolt by Garrucci.
In my reply to the criticisms of De Saulcy,401 have
already called attention to the fact that Garrucci did not
assign these copper coins to Simon Maccabseus, firstly, on
account of the enormous difference of the palseography ;41
and I quoted from Cavedoni that the enormous difference
of the palaeography consisted mainly in the form of the
Shin, which on the smaller copper coins is sometimes
angular (W) and sometimes rounded (OD). Secondly, on
account of the manner of marking the year, not by a sign,
as in the first, second, and third years, but at length. To
this also Cavedoni objected, saying : (C In the shekels of
the years I., II., III.,- and IV., the years are marked by
sign by reason of the restricted space of the area; and in
the copper coins, when the engraver had the whole of the
*° Num. Chron., N. S., vol. v. p. 191, seq.
41 Mr. Evans in 1857 (Num. Chron., vol. xx., p. 12) wrote:
" I must confess that I very much doubt the propriety of class-
ing these copper coins with the shekels, hoth from the formation
of the letters, and especially of the v, and from the nature of
the inscriptions, which so closely resemble some of those on the
coins of Simon Bar-cochab."

